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The Resilient Organization:
Beyond Surviving to Thriving

Presented April 14, 2021
Robin Johnson ~ Robin Learning Systems

Bent Hansen ~ Los Gringos Locos

“Shout Out” to Ray Ruzek, John Moriarty, 
and the Fort Worth TEXPO Team! 

Resilience in Action! 

About Robin: About Robin:

About Robin: “Covid Class 
of 2020”

“…this rabble you're talking about...they do most of the working and 
paying and living and dying in this community. Well, is it too much to 
have them work and pay and live and die in a couple of decent rooms 
and a bath?….”
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…Using this scene as analogy: 

We adults spend most of our lives at work. 
Is it too much to have workplaces that are 

humane, ethical, and resilient? Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons 
Production Facility

Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge 

It Works!

70 years 迄 6 years
$36 Billion 迄 $6 Billion

13 x cleaner than required by law

U.S. Army and University of Pennsylvania 
Master Resilience Training ProgramIt Works!

Created by Martin Seligman and Karen Reivich

– “Eat Your Pie First!” 迄 Resources
– Brief Primer on Positive Psychology and 

Positive Organizational Scholarship 
– Defining Resilience and Why It Matters 
– The Building Blocks of Resilience
– Organizational Resilience

曼 Los Gringos Locos!
– Questions/Answers

Today’s Road to Resilience

“Eat Your Pie First” s Resources

"Resilience Skills in a Time of Uncertainty" 

Coursera and the University of Pennsylvania –
created and taught by Dr. Karen Reivich.

Karen Reivich Martin Seligman                     Barbara Fredrickson

“Eat Your Pie First” s Resources
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Master of Applied Positive Psychology (MAPP) Alumni Association –

Free webinars on YouTube to strengthen well-being during Covid-19. 

YouTube “Strategies to Thrive” playlist.

https://mappalum.org/Strategies-to-thrive

“Eat Your Pie First” s Resources
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Kim Cameron                                          Jane Dutton         

“Eat Your Pie First” s Resources

A Brief Primer on 

Positive Psychology 
and 

Positive 

Organizational 
Scholarship 

Traditional Psychology Traditional Psychology
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A Brief Primer on 

Positive Psychology 
and 

Positive 

Organizational 
Scholarship 
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Resilience: The ability to 
• Overcome Obstacles
• Navigate Through Adversity
• Bounce back from challenges

Resilience: The ability to 
• Overcome Obstacles
• Navigate Through Adversity
• Bounce back from challenges

• Reach out and GROW

Resilience: The ability to 
• Overcome Obstacles
• Navigate Through Adversity
• Bounce back from challenges

• Reach out and GROW{
{Reactive

Proactive

Why Resilience Matters
• Reduce anxiety and stress
• Find meaning in failure
• Identify and enhance areas of strength
• Greater energy and creativity

•Resilience skills can help “undo the 
ongoing negative consequences 
that stemmed from events in your 
childhood that were outside your 
control.” 
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Resilience is a BUILDABLE SKILL.

Everyone has varying degrees of resilience. 

Regardless of your “Resilience Quotient,” 
it can be increased. 

The Building Blocks of Resilience 
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The Building Blocks of Resilience The Protective Factors of Resilience 

Building Blocks and Protective Factors of Resilience Building Blocks and Protective Factors of Resilience 

“Fast Skills” 

Real-time Resilience
Purpose: Immediately Challenge and Change 

Automatic Counter-productive Thoughts and Beliefs.

Real-time Resilience
Examples of  Automatic Counter-productive Thoughts: 
Catastrophizing – Downward Spiral, Scattershot, Circle

Downward Spiral Scattershot Circle
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Real-Time Resilience Skills

Based on research done by Drs. Karen Reivich and Judy Saltzberg Levick

Real-time Resilience Example

Situation: I call my daughter and she didn’t pick up the phone. 
My Thinking Strategy Example
Sally purposely did not 
pick up the phone.

Reframe “A more helpful way to see this is to remember that she is really 
busy at work right now, and she was out of town over the 
weekend, and is getting caught up.”

She doesn’t like me. Evidence “That’s not true because she has told me many times that she loves 
me and appreciates how I play with Susy and have good ideas.”

I annoy her. Plan “If I annoy her, then I can apologize and behave in a more 
appropriate way.”

She doesn’t like to talk 
with me.

Evidence “That’s not true because she has called me to talk, and to have 
Susy [my granddaughter] talk to me.”

I was not a very good 
mother and let her down.

Reframe “A more helpful way to see this is that I did many good things as a 
mother, and provided many important opportunities for her, and 
although I did do some things that I regret, I have apologized for 
them and have changed my behavior and attitudes.”

One Real-Time Resilience Skill – Let’s try it out!

The Evidence must be Accurate, Specific, and Vivid 
or it won’t be powerful enough to challenge, overcome, and 

change counter-productive thoughts and beliefs!

One Real-Time Resilience Skill – Let’s try it out!

One Real-Time Resilience Skill –
Let’s try it out with a partner!

Resilience in Organizations
• Are there counter-productive thoughts and beliefs we hold 
about our organization?

• Do we use a deficit-based approach to our organization 
rather than a strength-based approach? 

• Do we continually look for problems to fix, without looking 
for strengths to build on? 
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“Broaden-and-Build” 
Theory of Positive Emotions – Barbara Fredrickson

“Why do we have positive emotions?”

Joy, Gratitude, Serenity, Interest, Hope, Pride, 
Amusement, Inspiration, Awe, Love

• Positive emotions help Broaden our perspective 
and our “field of vision,” generating more creative 
and flexible ways to think and to behave. 

“Why do we have positive emotions?”

• Broadening our perspective helps reduce the 
automatic thoughts that often create undesirable 
consequences.

“Why do we have positive emotions?”

• When we Broaden our perspective, we can 
then Build our resources – physical, social, 
psychological, intellectual, and financial – to 
use in times of adversity and challenge.  

“Why do we have positive emotions?”

Question of the Week:
Favorite cereal

Which celebrity did you have a crush 
on as a teenager

Favorite holiday

What was the first car you owned

How to create Broaden-and-Build moments of positivity?

Finally, accountants who know how to add...Value!

Los Gringos Locos Mexican Restaurant 
La Canada, CA

“Broaden-and-Build” Creativity During Covid-19
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“Broaden-and-Build” Creativity During Covid-19
Your least 
competent 

employee has 
a brain 

more powerful 
than the world’s 

largest 
computer!

“Broaden-and-Build” Creativity During Covid-19

Tap into that power through 
Broaden-and-Build! 

“Broaden-and-Build” Creativity During Covid-19
MEANING
さWｴWヴW デｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐが デｴW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ヮWヴｷゲｴくざ

“…the 21st century list of essentials might be due for an 
update: “food, clothing, shelter — and meaningful work.”

“Meaning is the new money….”

MEANING б ガガガ ガガガ
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What’s Your “Why”?  What’s Your “Why”?   (Do Your Janitors Know?)

Staff member assigned to clean up vomit and 
excrement in the oncology ward when patients 
come in for chemotherapy:

“My job is equally important to the physician. I 
help these people feel human. At their lowest 
and most vulnerable point, I help them maintain 
their dignity….”

“Me? I’m helping to put a man on the moon.” “My role is crucial to the healing process.”

Additional Resources: 
Research on Meaning in Organizations: 

The Ten Principles of Highly Meaningful Work: 
A Qualitative Study of Leading Organizations 

https://repository.upenn.edu/mapp_capstone/197/

Additional Resources: 

www.betterup.com www.achieveengagement.org

Heliotropic Effect: 
The tendency of living organisms 

to grow toward light.

Be the light!

Resilience in Action!
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Bent Hansen 

Restaurant Mastermind Group – 50 members across the nation, 

all type of concepts

The responses?  
Everything imaginable

Contacted BK attorneys

Discontinue Operations

Complete remake/pivot

Shock – no immediate response

WAS THIS A CRISIS OR AN OPPORTUNITY?

OCCUPY 

YOUR 

BRITCHES

1 2

3 4
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What roll do we want to play in this?

SPEED

I QUICKLY REALIZED IT WAS LIKE THE WILD 

WEST. 

AND I WAS ON MY OWN.

Originally, They Told Us It Was Going To 
Be Short Term To “Flatten The Curve”

They were wrong

SPEED CAN BE A SUPERPOWER

• This is the independent’s advantage

• Chains and franchises can’t act as 

fast as we can because of their levels 

of management

• Stop doing what doesn't work 
and increase what does 

• We HAVE TO utilize this

7 8
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“BE LEAN” BECAME OUR 

MANTRA

Abandoned our regular 

menu and streamlined our 

menu to items we could 

easily and profitably execute 

as take out

**No more a la carte**

And now we get 25% of our dining room back

Our job is to provide what they are looking for

While building a relationship and new habits 
so they choose YOU over all the other options 

available to them, again and again

ENGAGE

Staff Meeting to Set 

Expectations

13 14
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4 Walls

THE PLAYING FIELD HAS CHANGED AND WE 
DON’T KNOW WHAT CHANGES LIE AHEAD

Be a solution to your customers

Be relevant to your customers

Fill the needs of your customers (they’ve changed)

Keep them interested and engaged

Graduating 

Seniors

Dining out nights

Changed weekly 

with twists

Facebook LIVE

Facebook Posts

We covered EVERYTHING – 2-3 times a day

Accompanied with posts with supporting documentation –
flyers and text

Cross promoted to other channels

Drove customers to our web site with messaging 

Web site had pop-up to sign up for emails

19 20
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Personal/emotional

Was my personal, yet shared journey

Was VERY Vulnerable

Shared emotion.  

Personal stories
Sent SMS opt in message to build this channel

Continued them as normal 

Continued taking discounts

This is what I found to be 

interesting – I saturated 

my channels:

• Email – daily

• FB – 2-3 live per day

• FB – 2-3 posts per day

This is what my 

customer said:  It was 

just about right!

FREQUENCY OF MESSAGING during past 30 days...How have we been doing?

Top number is the count of 

respondents selecting the option. 

Bottom % is percent of the total 

respondents selecting the option. Just Right Amount

Too 

Much

Way too 

much

Not 

Applicable

Facebook Live
146 13 3 430

25% 2% 1% 73%

Facebook Page
167 5 1 411

29% 1% 0% 70%

Email Newsletter
534 33 2 90

81% 5% 0% 14%

Instagram Posts
88 3 0 472

16% 1% 0% 84%

Silliness of Content
536 22 5 65

85% 4% 1% 10%

Amount of Information per post
582 25 3 32

91% 4% 0% 5%

Messages on Special deals
622 5 1 26

95% 1% 0% 4%

Posters on wall of Restaurant
290 6 3 305

48% 1% 0% 50%

Printed promo materials
245 7 2 339

41% 1% 0% 57%

Posts with Marketing messages
254 9 4 324

43% 2% 1% 55%

ELIMINATE 

FAILURE

(by learning from it)

OWN ALL OF YOUR MISTAKES

THEY ARE AN ASSET
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

It Didn't Look Like I Thought it Would
Sort of, at least the mariachi band showed up

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I failed.

And I want to apologize.

I wrote in my email yesterday about the combination of

Margarita Monday, Taco Tuesday and Cinco de Mayo:

"The real question may be - can you handle it?"

With hindsight, the real question should have been;

Can I handle it?

For some of you, the answer was a resounding "NO."

I am so impressed by your frank assessment of the 

situation and personal accountability. That is so rare in 

this day and age! It is really refreshing to see someone 

simply admit that they over extended themselves and 

learned a lesson from it. Very nicely done.

I also want to thank you for your daily emails. They are 

honest and personal and heartwarming and funny!! 

They have been one of the highlights of this quarantine 

for me. Your emails are helping us all feel connected, 

all part of a community. Our family doesn’t eat out very 

often but during this time, Gringos was our first choice 

when we picked up take out.

WE DID EVERYTHING WE COULD.  AT ONE POINT WE WERE 

ALLOWED OUTDOOR SEATING SO WE BUILT A DINING SPACE 

IN THE PARKING LOT.

This 
reminded 
me that 
there will 
ALWAYS 

be 
something

 “BIG sigh. The winds. I would 

like to introduce to you the new 

feature we have at our outdoor 

dining area.

We call it Fresco Convertible.

 The new model will be ready 

and available for service 

TONIGHT!!! Come enjoy 

Margarita Monday in our new 

Fresco Convertible.”

GET HELP!!
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Your Team

Vendors

Landlord

Bank

Mastermind Groups

DELEGATE!!!

• I’m open to new ideas

• I asked my staff, my 
suppliers, my 
customers 

• This was my support 
network - they helped 
with energy, ideas and 
boosted my motivation 
and accountability

CONTROL WHAT  

YOU CAN

CALIFORNIA OUTLAWED MY 

MOST PROFITABLE MENU ITEM!

It’s what we are famous 

for! Fresh, made to order 

guacamole right at your 

table, with a trained team 

member and a specially 

designed cart 

60% of My Tables 

Order This!

DON’T THINK ABOUT WHAT I 
CAN’T DO

But What I CAN Do...
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Margaritas to go –

half gallon

KNOW  YOUR 

FINISH  LINE

Essential to increase 
transaction average

Bundles

- Family meals

- Taco boxes

- NO more ala carte

Survival was the key –
be lean

43 44
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Start Up Mentality

Act as if every customer 

has moved away - many 

will be looking for new 

relationships
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Robin Johnson ~ Robin Learning Systems
Robin@RobinLearningSystems.com

(818) 458-9525

Bent Hansen ~ Los Gringos Locos
Bent@LosGringosLocos.com

(818) 790-2696
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